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I. GENENAT

l.0t This section covers the general factors to
be considered when handling wire and cable.

I.0:l This section is reissued to include information
on terminating fine gauge wire at screw

terminals and to rate E inside wiring cable MD
and replaced by G station wire. G station wire is
supplied in cartons and on disposable cardboard
reels.

Exercisecare toprotect wire aad cable
from injury. When transporting in
vehicles, see that wirc and cable arz
not subjected to damage by tools or
other equipmenL

1.03 Due to the reduced tensile strength of the
D station wire (22-gauge to 24-gauge), care

should be taken when pulling the wire through
conduiK.

2, DISPENSING WIRE OR CAETE FNOM CARTONS
aND COttS

2.0I To dispense D or G station wire from the
carton:

(1) Remove large perforated knockout from
carton.

(2) Remove loose end of  wire f rom slot  in
bottom. Do not remove plastic insert.

(3) Place carton on floor and feed wire from
carton (Fig 1).

(4) Replace wire in slot (in bottom of carton)
after cutting.

2,e2 To dispense twisted wire such as cross+onnecting
or block wire from a coil:

(1) Place coil flat on floor so that inner end
will feed from coil in a cciunterclockwise

direction.

(2) Feed from center of coil (Fig. 2).
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2.0:t To pay out station cable, remove cable from
coil by paying it off from outside of coil

(Fig. 3).

3. OISPENSING WIRE OR CABLE FROM REETS

3.Ol To dispense G station wire from a small
reel, open.top of carton and fold sides down

to match holes in side of carton; then insert pipe
or equivalent implement through holes in carton
and hole in reel, using the carton as reel support
(Fig. a).

4. STRIPPING CABIE

4.0I To strip plastic-jacketed inside wiring cable
with jacket-slitting nylon cord:

(1) Slit end of jacket with diagonal pliers for
approximately 1 inch.

(2) I-ocate jacket-slitting nylon cord under jacket.

(3) Grasp cable firmly in one hand and, using
long-nose pliers, pull nylon cord through

cable jacket to the desired Stripped length (Fig. 5).

4.Vl To strip lead-covered cable:

(1) Score a groove around cable.

(2) Bend cable at score until sheath breaks
loose.

(3) Slide section of sheath off free end of cable.

(4) When a long section of sheathing is to be
removed, score in short  (approximately

4-inch) lengths and remove each separately.

5. STRIPPING JACKEIED WIRE

5.01 To strip SK or G station wire:

(1) Slit end of jacket with diagonal pliers for
approximately I inch.

(2\ I-acate jacket-slitting nylon cord under jacket.
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